
2018 ALLSTAR ROUND-UP WODS
NOV. 10, DAY 1

‘DRAGONSLAYER’
‘A CLOCKWORK ORANGE’

‘DAZED & CONFUSED’

NOV. 11, DAY 2
‘MYSTERY WOD’
‘RAGING BULL’

‘FINALS FOR TOP 4’







Movement Standards:

***Choosing any of the additional scaling options ‘but will not score higher 
than’ required work will bump you down in scoring for the ENTIRE 
WORKOUT, even if you only perform the option at a single station. 

Assault Bike for Calories: At the start, athlete must stand in the 
designated Assault Bike box, but starting OFF the bike, then upon 3-2-1 
GO, athlete may get on the Assault Bike and bike for Calories. When the 
45 second work interval is complete, the athlete MUST stop the bike and 
exit carefully. The seat will be ‘pre-set’ at a mid range and will not be 
allowed to be reset. Shorter athlete’s may need to stand, taller athletes 
may feel cramped, but we’re all going to use the same settings at mid-
range.

Pull Ups: Athlete must not touch the bar, then upon 3-2-1 GO, athlete may 
get on the bar in the designated area and begins the Pull Up with arms 
fully extended and feet unsupported while griping the bar using any 
preferred grip (overhand, underhand, alternate grip). Athlete will rise to 
bring chin & plane of face above the plane of the bar. Option to Ring 
Row: Athlete will stand at undesignated point and lean back till arms are 
extended. Athlete will pull rings to touch chest for the rep to be complete.

Box Jump: The athlete will face the box, on 3-2-1 GO, athlete will use a two foot 
take off to jump on top of box. Scaled and 50+ Step Ups allowed. Athlete will 
rise to a standing position ON TOP OF BOX with hips, knees fully extended 
BEFORE jumping or stepping down (NOT allowed to extend through the jump 
down). Rebounding Box Jumps OK & performed at your own risk. Step-Ups 
allowed for Scaled, Teen, Master 50+, and Kids: Must show full hip 
extension at the top of the step up.

Sandbag Clean: Sandbag will be on the ground. Athlete must stand, upon 
hearing 3,2,1, GO the athlete may bend and the hip to clean up the 



Sandbag to the Shoulder. The Sandbag must go on top of and OVER the 
SHOULDER, to land behind the athlete. Athlete then turns to face the 
Sandbag, and repeat. Sandbag must NOT go around arm, and must pass 
OVER the shoulder and not on the side of the shoulder. Athlete NOT 
ALLOWED TO USE HANDLES ON THE SANDBAG, athlete must only grab 
the bag itself.

Jingle Jangle: This is a shuttle sprint that starts behind the line, athlete 
runs to behind the opposite line, BOTH hands must contact the floor 
behind the line before running back to the opposite line. Athlete will earn 1 
rep each time they return to the starting line. 

ERG for Calories: Athletes will stand behind the Concept 2 rower (ERG) 
and upon hearing 3-2-1 GO they may get on the ERG and start rowing to 
accumulate max calories in 45 seconds. Judges will be responsible for 
restarting the ERG to zero out the monitor.

Shoulder to Overhead: Barbell will be on the ground. Athlete will remain 
standing, hands off bar until 3,2,1 GO then athlete may bend down at the 
hip and grab bar and clean into the front rack. Athlete will begin the 
Shoulder to Overhead movement in a standing position with hips and 
knees fully extended and bar in front rack position on the shoulders. Athlete 
may Press, Push Press, Push Jerk, or Split Jerk the barbell overhead. Or 
use any other means to get the bar overhead and finish with the elbows, 
hips, and knees fully extended, or locked out and feet together if the split 
jerk is performed.

Knees Bent w/ Feet Off Floor on Parallettes: Athlete must stand, then on 
hearing 3-2-1 GO, athlete may place hands on Parallettes and get feet off 
the floor any amount, and the knees must remain higher than the hips. If 
athlete’s feet or toes come in contact with the floor, the athlete’s attempt is 
over and the movement is scored. 1 sec = 1 rep. *Athlete is ONLY GIVEN 



ONE ATTEMPT. NO RE-ATTEMPTS. Make sure you are ready for your 
attempt when you take it!

Dumbbell Hang Squat Clean: Athlete must stand until hearing 3-2-1 GO 
then athlete may pick up Dumbells and stand. Athlete must pull the 
dumbells from any hang position above the knee, the dumbells must be 
received at the shoulder and athlete must travel through the squat phase, 
then stand with the dumbells controlled at the shoulder to be considered a 
good rep. NO DROPPING DUMBBELLS OR YOUR SCORE WILL BE 
ZERO FOR THIS STATION. 

Sit Ups: The athlete may begin seated on the floor. The athlete must be 
touching the toes at the start of 3,2,1 GO. The athlete may then lean back 
to touch the floor overhead which is required. The athlete may then come 
back up to seated (WITHOUT TOUCHING FLOOR WITH HANDS) and 
touch toes at the top of the sit up for the rep to count. The athlete MUST 
also get the shoulder in FRONT of the hip crease in the top position. IF the 
athlete does not touch the floor overhead, or if the athlete touches the heel 
or arch of foot without touching the toes the rep will not be counted. Knees 
out with soles of feet together OR knees up with feet on floor will both be 
acceptable as long at the other standards are met.

Wall Ball: At the start, athlete must stand, then upon 3-2-1 GO, athlete 
may bend at the hips and begin their Wall Ball Shots. The athlete must 
clearly show their hip crease below the level of the knee in the bottom 
position of every rep. The ball must clearly hit the target, a wooden beam 
will act as a clear indicator.

Rest: Athlete can enter the rest station and rest. Athlete may not exit the 
resting station till the 45 sec. interval is over. 



Front Squat: Barbell will be on the ground. Athlete will remain standing, 
hands off bar until 3,2,1 GO, then the athlete can bend at hips to grab bar 
and clean up to front rack. First rep may NOT be a squat clean, you must 
stand tall with hips extended BEFORE you begin your first rep. Athlete 
begins in front rack position standing, with hips and knees fully extended. 
Athlete must bring hips below parallel, then rise back into hips and knees 
fully extended for the rep to count.

Toes to Bar: Athlete must not touch the bar, then upon 3-2-1 GO, athlete 
begins Toes to Bar with arms fully extended and feet unsupported and 
behind the bar, while griping the bar using any preferred grip (overhand, 
underhand, alternate grip). Athlete will raise feet to the bar and BOTH feet 
or toes must touch the bar at the same time between the hands for the rep 
to count. Feet must go behind the bar at the bottom of each rep. Option 
to do Knee Up but will not score higher than Toes to Bar: Same 
standards apply as Toes to Bar with the exception that the knees must 
come above the hip crease in the top position, instead of the toes to bar. 
In the bottom position, the thigh must be vertical or knee behind the bar, 
hips open.

Snatch (Power or Squat): Athlete will remain standing, hands off bar until 
3,2,1,GO then athlete may bend at hip to grab bar. Bar must travel from the 
floor to overhead in one motion, without any pause. Press outs ok here. 
Athlete may receive the bar with hip crease above or below parallel, squat 
or power allowed. Athlete must finish movement with elbows, hips and 
knees fully extended, standing and locked out. Plates must touch floor to 
begin next rep.

Doubleunder: Athlete must stand (with rope in hand OK) then upon 3-2-1 
GO athlete may perform Doubleunders, the rope must pass under the 
body two times per jump. Option to do Singles but will not score higher 
than doubles: Athlete must stand (with rope in hand OK) then upon 3-2-1 



GO athlete may perform Single jumps, the rope must pass under the body 
one time per jump. ATHLETES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO USE THEIR 
PERSONAL ROPES. Vinyl ropes will be provided in the designated DU 
area in lengths of 7’ (pink), 8’ (green), 9’(blue), & 10’(yellow) with the length 
designated by the color of the handle. Practice ropes will be available in 
the warm-up area. Athletes will NOT be permitted to change the length of 
the ropes.

Kettlebell Swing:  Athlete must remain standing, hands off bell until 3,2,1 
GO then athlete may bend at the hip to grab Kettlebell. The swing starts at 
the bottom with the kettlebell bottom of the kettlebell facing down and arms 
extended. The kettlebell swing is complete when the bell is overhead and 
the ears are clearly in line of or in front of the arms. Bottom of bell should 
be as flush to the ceiling as possible, but a slight amount of forward lean 
will be permitted as long as the other standard is met (ears in line or in front 
of arms). If the bottom of the bell is facing forward in the top position, that 
will be considered a ‘no rep’.

Burpee: Athlete must remain standing, until 3,2,1 GO then athlete may 
bend at the hip to begin the Burpee. Athlete must get on the ground so that 
the chest, hips, top of thighs is clearly in contact with the floor. Then athlete 
may rise to standing with hips extended, jump off floor any amount at top 
and touch hands OVER HEAD. Hands touching behind head will NOT be 
permitted. ANY forward lean in the jumping phase will be considered a ‘hips 
not extended’ situation and deemed a ‘no rep’. 

Judging Goals:

• Lots of action will be going on continuously in this workout. Our goal is to 
make the judges job as easy as possible...that starts with the athlete 
executing reps above and beyond the standards so the judge doesn’t 
need to question it. 



• Judges will NOT move through with the athlete. Judges will STAY at their 
respective stations and judge that one respective movement. Judges will 
be rotated during the 2:00 transition between divisions.

• Athletes are responsible for possession of their score card at the 
start. Athletes MUST hand their scorecard to the judge at each 
station during the 15 second transition. Judges will stay at each 
respective station. If athlete does not hand the judge their scorecard 
BEFORE the start of that station, athlete will receive a ‘zero’ for that 
station. Athletes will NOT be allowed to retrieve a forgotten 
scorecard during work intervals. Athletes MAY retrieve a forgotten 
scorecard during the 15 second transition time.

• We will be running ALL athletes through the ‘Dragonslayer’ every minute 
on the minute, without stopping. You will be assigned a start time and 
MUST be at your spot in the conga-line in order to enter. Any athlete not 
in line will miss their turn, forfeit their score and receive a zero for 
this event.











WOD 4 IS A MYSTERY WOD, YOU WILL NOT KNOW WHAT OR 
WHERE TO GO TILL SUNDAY MORNING 7AM WHEN IT IS 
ANNOUNCED AT THE GYM!





WOD #6 FINALS WILL BE ONLY FOR THE TOP 4 COMPETITORS IN EACH 
DIVISION. THE FINAL WOD WILL NOT BE ANNOUNCED UNTIL DIRECTLY 
BEFORE EXECUTION AT THE END OF DAY 2.




